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Definition of an ontology

In Philosophy: part of metaphysics, science of “being”. Studies
concepts such as existence, being, becoming, and reality.

In AI: part of knowledge engineering.
A formal specification of a shared conceptualization (Gruber 1993), a
formalism to define concepts, individuals, relationships and
constraints (functions, attributes) within a domain.
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Usefulness of ontologies (Charlet, 2002)

Representation power (separate declarative & procedural knowledge)

Concepts: define aggregation of things
Individuals: instances of concepts
Properties (relationships): link concepts /individuals

Logical reasoning capabilities: deduction, abduction, and
subsumption. Most used language: OWL (web ontology language),
based on description logics.

Explainability: to extract a minimal set of covering models of
interpretation from a knowledge base (KB) based on a set of observed
actions, which could explain the observations.

To represent and share knowledge by using a common vocabulary.

To promote interoperability and knowledge reuse.
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Description logics (DL)

A family of formal logic-based knowledge representation formalisms
tailored towards representing terminological knowledge of a domain in
a structured and well-understood way.

Notions (classes, relations, objects) of the domain are modelled using
(atomic) concepts -unary predicates-, (atomic) roles -binary
predicates-, and individuals:

to state constraints so that these notions can be interpreted
to deduce consequences (such as subclass and instance relationships
from definitions and constraints).

DLs differ from their predecessors (such as semantic networks and
frames): they are equipped with a formal, logic-based semantics.
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Why using DL in Knowledge Representation (KR)...
...rather than general first-order predicate logic (FOL)?

Because it is a decidable fragment of FOL, therefore, amenable for
automated reasoning1.

1Decidability: Logics are decidable if computations/algorithms based on the logic will
terminate in a finite time
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TBox (Terminological box): The vocabulary used to describe concept
hierarchies and roles in the KB.

ABox (Assertional box): States properties of individuals it correspond
to in the KB (the data)

Statements in TBox and ABox can be interpreted with DL rules and
axioms to enable reasoning and inference (including satisfiability,
subsumption, equivalence, disjointness, and consistency).

DL reasoning supports decidability, completeness, and soundness.

Knowledge Base = TBox + ABox
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TBox concept definition examples:

Men that are married to a doctor and all of whose children are either
doctors or professors: HappyMan ≡ Human u ¬ Female u(∃
married.Doctor) u (∀ hasChild.(Doctor t Professor)).

Only humans can have human children: ∃ hasChild.Human v
Human

ABox examples:

HappyMan(BOB), hasChild(BOB, MARY), ¬ Doctor(MARY)
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Knowledge Base K = (T ,A), where T is a TBox and A is an ABox.
Syntax: atomic concepts and concept descriptions, atomic roles,
constructors to build complex concepts and roles from atomic ones.

Concepts correspond to classes.

Roles are binary relations between objects.

Semantics: An interpretation I is a model of a KB K = (T ,A) (I |= K) if
I is a model of T and I is a model of A.
I = (∆I , ·I), where

∆I is a non empty set (domain of the interpretation)

·I is an interpretation function that maps

each concept C to a subset CI of ∆I

each role r to a subset RI of ∆I ×∆I
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Description logics syntax and interpretation:
Constructor Syntax Example Semantics

atomic concept A Human AI ⊆ ∆I

individual a Lea aI ∈ ∆I

Top > Thing >I = ∆I

Bottom ⊥ Nothing ⊥I = ∅I
atomic role r has-age RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I

conjunction C u D Human u Male CI ∩ DI

disjunction C t D Male t Female CI ∪ DI

negation ¬C ¬ Human ∆I \ CI

existential restriction ∃r .C ∃has-child.Girl {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y ∈ ∆I :
(x , y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI}

universal restriction ∀r .C ∀has-child.Human {x ∈ ∆I | ∀y ∈ ∆I :
(x , y) ∈ RI ⇒ y ∈ CI}

value restriction 3 r .{a} 3has-child.{Lea} {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y ∈ ∆I :
(x , y) ∈ RI ⇒ y = aI}

number restriction (≥ nR) (≥ 3 has-child) {x ∈ ∆I | |{y | (x , y) ∈ RI}| ≥ n}
(≤ nR) (≤ 1 has-mother) {x ∈ ∆I | |{y | (x , y) ∈ RI}| ≤ n}

Subsumption C v D Man v Human CI ⊆ DI

Concept definition C ≡ D Father ≡ Man u CI = DI

∃ has-child.Human
Concept assertion a : C John:Man aI ∈ CI

Role assertion (a, b) : R (John,Helen):has-child (aI , bI) ∈ RI
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Example
Father ≡ ¬Female u ∃hasChild.Human
Interpretation I = (∆I , ·I), with ∆I = {John,Mary}

FatherI = {John} ⊆ ∆I

HumanI = {John,Mary}
hasChildI = {(John,Mary)}
(∃hasChild.Human)I = {John}
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Reasoning tasks

Classification

Retrieval

Consistency checking

Subsumption checking

Satisfiability

...
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Subsumption K |= C1 v C2: for all interpretations I such that
I |= K, check CI1 v CI2
Consistency

of a concept: for all interpretations I such that I |= K, check CI 6= ∅
of K: there exists I such that I |= K

Instance checking K |= (a : C ): ∀Is.t.I |= K, aI ∈ CI

Relation checking K |= ((a, b) : R): ∀Is.t.I |= K, (aI , bI) ∈ RI
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Example:

Exercises on Description Logics and Frames

Exercise 1

Express the following sentences in terms of the description logic ALC (see slides):

a. All employees are humans.

b. A mother is a female who has a child.

c. A parent is a mother or a father.

d. A grandmother is a mother who has a child who is a parent.

e. Only humans have children that are humans.

Exercise 2

A knowledge base in description logics consists of a TBox and an ABox, i.e. KB = (TBox,ABox).

a. Construct a TBox describing a university. Use concept names such as University, Faculty,
Education, Lecturer, Student, and role names such as teaches, works-for and studies-
at.

b. Extend the TBox from the previous item to a knowledge base by constructing an appropriate
ABox.

Exercise 3

Consider the following knowledge base in description logic:

Female v Human
Child v Human
Works v Human
StudiesAtUni v Human
SuccessfullMan ⌘ ¬Female u InBusiness u 9married.Lawyer u 9child.(StudiesAtUni tWorks)
Pedro : ¬Female
Pedro : InBusiness
Mary : Lawyer
John : Works
(Pedro,Mary) : married
(Pedro, John) : child

a. Translate this knowledge base to predicate logic.

b. Use resolution to derive that Pedro is a successful man.

Exercise 4

Which of the following statements are true? Explain your answer.

a. 8r.(A uB) v 8r.A u 8r.B e. 9r.(A uB) v 9r.A u 9r.B
b. 8r.A u 8r.B v 8r.(A uB) f. 9r.A u 9r.B v 9r.(A uB)

c. 8r.(A tB) v 8r.A t 8r.B h. 9r.(A tB) v 9r.A t 9r.B
d. 8r.A t 8r.B v 8r.(A tB) g. 9r.A t 9r.B v 9r.(A tB)

1

Is Pedro a successful man?
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Relation with predicate logic

Translation function τx introducing a variable x :

τx(C ) = C (x)

τx(C u D) = τx(C ) ∧ τx(D)

τx(C t D) = τx(C ) ∨ τx(D)

τx(∃r .C ) = ∃y , r(x , y) ∧ τy (C )

τx(∀r .C ) = ∀y , r(x , y)→ τy (C )

for all concept inclusions in the TBox:∧
CvD∈TBox

∀x(τx(C )→ τx(D))

(v becomes logical implication)

ABox: (a : C ) becomes C (a), and (a, b) : r becomes r(a, b)
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Example: Prove that

∀r .(A u B) v ∀r .A u ∀r .B

using interpretations

using translation into first order predicate logic
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Outlook

Applications:

information retrieval,

search, question answering,

reasoning and decision support

...

Extensions

fuzzy description logics

knowledge graph (ontology as the underlying vocabulary)

...
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